Case‐based decision support for fault diagnosis
The impact of salient case ratings on situation analysis and solution focus
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Theoretical Background
Present Study

Fault diagnosis for processing machines is challenging due to the
machines‘ high complexity and operators‘ limited experience (shiftwork, job fluctuations)

Research question: Is cross-checking undermined by salient utility ratings
(drawing attention away from the situation and focusing it on solution
and utility)

Case-based reasoning (CBR, Kolodner, 1993) can facilitate knowledge
transfer by making individual operators‘ solutions available later in
an assistance system (AS), thus acting as an external memory

Hypotheses: Salient ratings lead to…

Case = situation + applied solution + utility

o Speed-up of solutions when the case with the best rating is similar to
the current situation (standard)

Risk when using CBR: insufficient evaluation of proposed cases
(similar to automation bias, Parasuraman & Manzey, 2010)

o More errors when the situation differs (contraindication)
o Less thorough situation analysis (checking additional info)

Requires cross-checking: Does the situation in a case description
match the current situation? Otherwise even high utility ratings do
not mean that a solution can be applied

Methods
2 rating types:
points, verbal
2 trial types:
standard (correct case = 5)
contraindication (correct case = 4)
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2 basic strategies: starting fault diagnosis
with the AS or the control monitor
Participants who had started with the AS
were 20 % faster, F(1,36) = 5.71, p = .021
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Contraindication: F(1,36) = 9.67 , p = .004

Contraindication: F(1,36) = 3.31 , p = .077

Contraidication: F(1,36) = 3.15 , p = .084

No main effects or interaction with rating
type, both Fs < 1

No main effects or interaction with rating
type, both Fs < 2, both ps > .2

No main effects or interaction with rating
type, both Fs < 2, both ps > .2

About half of the subjects indicated to have
relied on the ratings, (points and verbal)
These subjects checked the additional
info less frequently, F(1,36) = 4.18, p = .048
→ Ratings seem to discourage situation
analysis, but independent of their type

Discussion
While ratings seemed to matter, their type (and thus salience) did not.
However, some features of the present study might account for that:
(1) Only 10 trials – but trust in automated decision aids builds up slowly
(2) Feedback only about subjects‘ decision, no indication which solution
actually was correct → Learning only if subject responded correctly

(6) In trials with contraindication the case with the second-best rating
was correct – some subjects did not even differentiate but always
checked both the best and second-best solution
→ Current follow-up study addresses these problems

Future plans

(3) Unlimited time and no parallel tasks – but automation effects
typically occur under time pressure and dual task load, and subjects
tend to cross-check whenever they can

Comparison of cases according to deep structure → What parameter
differences are meaningful?, combinations of aspects from different
cases, support of strategy development and competence acquisition

(4) Low task difficulty, especially in scenarios with contraindication
(e.g. only 4 incorrect solutions of scenario 6)

Dialogue between human and AS (conversational case-based reasoning,
CCBR) → Using knowledge about human communication and
knowledge elicitation techniques to support situation analysis and
critical thinking

(5) Task could be solved based on simple comparisons of parameters
(spotting the difference between current situation and cases)
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